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pattimandram in those days were used for exchanging ideas about religion, says prof solomon

pappaiah, a popular judge in debating events. in earlier times, monks and sages of different religions
travelled from one village to another, where they built stages and preached their ideas. those stages
were referred to as patti mandapam, which was later called patti mandram(a platform where debate
takes place), he says. while pattimandram is not a literary genre, it did help to propagate the tamil
language and preserve it as a living language. in the early 1900s, tamil was not spoken in the rural
areas, and the people who spoke the language had to leave their native place for their livelihood.
thus, pattimandram came to be. after independence, the tamil nadu government came up with

pattimandram to ensure that the non-tamil speaking people in the state were not left behind when it
came to the panchayat elections. in 1948, pattimandram was used in the elections. since, the

livelihood of people depended on agriculture, pattimandram was a logical choice for introducing
tamil as the language of governance. as a result, pattimandram became a means of preserving tamil
as a language. since then, pattimandram has been a favourite choice of the people of tamil nadu for

a good reason. on october 25, 2019, sun tv started pattimandram on kakka cheppu. in the first
episode, senior journalist and pattimandram proponent dr. v. raja discussed the merits of

pattimandram with the chief minister.
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dindigul mp k chandrasekhar rao has accused the aiadmk of being hand-in-glove with the bjp and
sought to know what the bjp has to do with the aiadmk. he also asked why the dmk and the congress

are not making any noise on the issue. he also claimed that the aiadmk is not maintaining law and
order in the state. tamil nadu congress committee (tncc) leader tks elangovan said the decision was

a big setback in the fight for education. he said appointing a person like leoni, who has been
regularly making derogatory remarks against women, is a big disservice to tamil nadu, its politics

and society. p chidambaram said he did not know about the appointment. “i cannot say if he will be
a great administrator. let him prove his mettle. the chief minister has appointed a very important

public functionary. he should be allowed to prove his mettle,” he told the hindu. mp stalin added that
the people of tamil nadu would give him a “warm welcome” if he steps into office. the dmk had

supported the nomination of leoni in the 2014 assembly polls. dmk leader tks elangovan had even
said during the campaign that if his party did not win, he would like to become the chief minister.

talking to the hindu, dr s rajasekhar, who was the chief minister in 1995-96, said he had no objection
to the appointment. “the chief minister and the government have made the right decision. if he

(leoni) is efficient, he will prove a great asset,” he said. the corporation is responsible for publishing,
printing, and selling books free of cost to the government and government-aided schools, and also to
private schools at a rate fixed by the government. it has been producing books for english and tamil

medium syllabi for students of classes i to xii. 5ec8ef588b
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